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m W C T 1 O N  
The Califoh Department of Fish and Game under contract to the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has participated in the Marine Recreational 
Fisheries Statistics Survey (MRFSS) from mid 1979 to the present. The survey 
was initiated to gather catch and effort statistics for marine recreational 
fisheries along the Pacific west coast, 
Annual s~mmaries of these statistics are being published elsewhere on a 
regional basis (Current Fisheries Statistics Numbers 8321, 8323, 8325, 8328 
and 8393). In these saamaries, California's data is divided into two 
regions, Del Norte to Monterey counties (northern region) and San Luis 
Obispo to San Diego counties (southern region). 
This Quarterly Report No. 16 covers the period of April through June 
1983. It supplements the federal annual for only the north-centd 
region of California (De1 Norte to San Luis Obispo counties). This region 
is divided into five areas (subregions) correspondin# to hbtorical ports. 
rJlmmlx 
Catch and length data were oollected by Departamit biologists 
intemeptinq anglers actively fishing or in the process of l a a m  a fishing 
site. Sampling liiethodology is described in part in Current Fisheries 
Statistics (8321, 8323, 8325, 8328, 8393). 
Data in this quarterly repod are subdivided into three categories: 
primarily by five geographical areas; secandarily by fishing modes and gear 
types within each area; and finally by catch definition for each area, mde, 
and gear type. Tables are presented for these categories, each w i t h  three 
secticms: -led effort, ranked catch, and catch-per-unit-effort (CFVE). 
Also, within each area, length-frequency histograms and tables are presented 
for select species. 
Study Areas 
Study areas range in size from one county in Area 5 to seven counties 
in Area 3 (Figure 1). Adjacent counties are d i n e d  whenever similarity of 
habitat and species composition warrants. Boat modes are segregated by 
county only if s-te grounds were fished ( i. e. Sonoma County Bodega Bay 
fisherg, sub-area 097, from Mendmino County, sub-area 045). 
Area 1, including Del Norte and hnbolt counties, extends from the Oregon 
border to Shelter Cove. Both counties are combined in all mode comparisons. 
Area 2 contains Mendocino County and that part of Sonoma County which is north 
of Bodega Bay. Both counties are combined for all modes except the boat modes 
(private/rental boat and CPFV). The San Francisco Area 3 is segregated into 
ocean and by. This area includes anglers from seven counties; Win, Solano, 
Contra Costa, Santa Clara, Alaraeda, San Francisco, and San Mateo. These 
cauolties'encircle the bay and extend down to Ano Nuevo. Two sets of tables 
and figures were generated based on whether anglers specified having fished 
in the ocean or the by. Bay anglers were pmcbhmtly fran San F m i s c o  
Bay, trut also hluded a d l  percentage of Hal- Bay anglers. Ama 4 
inclubs Santa Crue Cornty and that part of Mcmt;erey County which is north 
of Ra$ged Point. Area 5, San Luis Obispo County, extends down to Point Sal. 
Fishins Modes 
Modea of fishing were organized into six categories: (i) pier or dock, 
(ii) jetty or breakwater, (iii) bridge or cayseway, (iv) beach or bank, (v) 
private or rental boat, and (vi ) coamercial passenger fishing vessel (CPFV) . 
FIGURE 1, Study area counties and sub-areas in northern and 
central California. 
Gear Tgpes 
Three types of gear were used; ( i ) hook-&-line, ( ii ) spear, or ( iii 1 
net. Spears were used only by divers. Dipnet and castnet were the only net 
gears in active use in northern and central California. 
Catch Definition 
Catch is defined three different ways: (i) all fish captured, inc1udi.W 
fish returned dead or alive, those not available at the sampling site (i.e. 
filleted or given away, etc.), and those available to measure; (ii) landed 
catch, not including fish returned dead or alive; and (iii) the measured 
catch only. Fish caught but unavailable to measure were identified to the 
nearest taxa using the angler's description. 
Cuqnater-Gemrated Tables and Figures 
The Mi-1: Program Series (MFS) was developed to generate the 
tables and figures used in this report. The p- were designed for 
flexibility and ease of use on area microcanputers. The programs allow the 
user to generate tables and figures for any combination of area, arode, gear, 
or definition of catch. Data generated by these programs include: sampled 
effort, ranked catch, CHIE, and length-freque~cy data. Jhcunentation of logic 
and program list- are available (I(arpov, 1984). 
Saemled Effort 
Sampled effort is the same for all three catch definitiana for a 
pzwticular area, mde, or gear. It hludes the ruder of anglers intercepted, 
the total hours fishing effort, and total hours still to be fished for 
imomplete trips. 
Ranked Catch 
Ranked catch includes rank of species caught by number or wight, and 
other statistics depending on the catch def inition. Fish are ranked by 
- 
mnaber caught in two of the catch definitions: all fish caught, and landed 
- catch, The nregsured catch has fish ranked by weight caught, The measured 
catch tables include average lengths and stmdazd deviation, and derived 
average weight. 
CEVB 
CPUs is calculated using two definitions of both "catch" and "effort". 
Catch is either nuaber or weight (kilograms) caught. Effort is either angler 
days or total hours fished. CRIB, computed using weight caught as o p e d  to 
n&r landed, is included only for two of the catch definitions: landed 
catch and lseasured catch. Average weights incorporated in the landed catch 
tables are derived either from the respective measured catch table for the 
same species or, for the more general species draups, by calculating a group 
average weight. 6roup average weights of constituent species w e n  calculated 
from this quarter's data for the same mode, gear, and area. Angler days 
represent wmp1eted fishing clays for most arees and rsodes. Occasional 
incomlplete trips were included for all nrodes except boat modes. 
ten9th-Fr- Data 
Length-frequency hi s tom and tables were genemted for select species. 
Histognuns are included for hiehly abundant species where at least 10 nmsured 
fish occufied in the most frequent size interval. His- were aummrbd 
in either 50, lo-, or 20-mn intervals. The criteria for assigning sunsla~y 
intervals was based on the largest recorded size for the species as reparted 
in Miller a& Lea (1972). Fish reported from 0 to 12 inches used 5-rma, greater 
than 12 to 24 inches used 10- and greater than 24 inches were aseigned 20-m 
intervals. 
Length-freqwncy tables (see Appendix A) were generated for all species 
- 
with at least five me8~ured fish for any given area, mode, arxi gear. Tables 
were suarrarized in 5- intervals and inclrrie length statistics for possible 
- 
use in ANOVA cumputations (Sow and Rholf, 1969). 
Species Names and Lemtth-Weiat Parameters 
Total length was recorded for all species except tuna-like fishes w i t h  
rigid concave r#rrlnl fins; for these fork lengths w e r e  used. Weights were 
not actually laeasured; rather, they were dete*, for all major species 
taken, from precalculated length-weight relationships. The exponential 
< - 
relationship used was w=aLb; where a and b are constants u n i c p  to each 
species (Appedhc B) . ? - 
'bm&mut this quarter, samplers working from San Mate0 through Sonapa 
counties (area 3 and su&area 097) inadvertently recorded fork lengths for - 
all  species meamred. All species w i t h  -rately convex to concave caudal 
fins were converted back to total length using fork-total length 
relationships from several saurces (-rria a d  Illarpr?r: 1986, Xarpov In d 
press, andVan- 1951). The linear relationshipusedwas TL=a+b(FL); , 
where a and b are constants unique to each species (Appendix C) .  . . ...... -\ 
I. 
Scientific and carmrn mnm used were s.tandsrdized using the . ? .. ., d 
hricm Fisheries Society list (1980). ! %. . 
, a  
Table 1. Sampled Effort, W e d  Catch and CFVE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Cear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number'Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
47 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 137.5 
Total Hours Still to F i s h  (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Coamwmname Rank Number %by 
by Nmber Caught Number 
--------------I--------------------------- 
Surfperch, Walleye 1 118 51.1 
J&@sn~elt 2 29 12.6 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 3 25 10.8 
Perch, Shiner 4 18 - 7.8 
Surfperch, Silver 5 14 6.1 
Seapemh, Striped 6 9 3.9 
es * Seaperch, White 7 8 3.5 
f =- Sculpins 8 3 1.3 
Perch, Pile 9 3 1.3 
Greenling, Kelp 10 2 0.9 
*Y, Bat 11 1 0.4 
Surfperch, Redtail. 12 1 0.4 
--- -------.I 
Total 231 100 
C. CRlB 




Table 2. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort. 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 47 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 137.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt. (kg) * Caught 
- -- 
Surfperch, Walleye 1 76 51.4 0.16 12.20 
Jacksmelt 2 28 18.9 0.17 4.86 
Surfperch, Silver 3 13 8.8 0.15 1.92 
Seaperch, Striped 4 7 4.7 0.22 1.56 
Sculpin, Ehcific Staghorn 5 6 4.1 0.07 0.40 
Seaperch, White 6 6 4.1 0.50 3.01 
Perch, Shiner 7 5 3.4 0.03 0.15 
Perch, Pile 8 3 2.0 1.03 3.08 
Greenling, Kelp 9 2 1.4 0.10 0.20 
Ray, Bat 10 1 0.7 O.OO** 0.00 
Surfperch, Redtail 11 1 0.7 0.50 0.50 
............................................................... 
Total 148 100 27.88 
Catch per Angler Day = 3.15 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.08 
per Angler Day = 0.59 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.20 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 1 
- 
Table 3. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch d CPWE for  Area 1 
i n  1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier o r  Dock Anglers Using 
- 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
E d n e d  by the Sampler. 
- A. Sampled Effort 
Nuuiber Anglers Intercepted - - 47 
- Total Hours Effort for  Anglers Intercepted - 137.5 
Total Hours S t i l l  t o  Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
--*--- 
- 
Conmon name Rank Weights Nuniber % b y  No. W t . %  Ln.t* SD 
b W t .  Caught Caught NO. Meas. (kg) (m) LN. 
............................................................................ 
Surfperch, Walleye 1 10.92 68 51.5 33 0.16 210 23 
- 
v Jacksmelt 2 4.86 28 21.2 28 0.17 280 42 
Perch, Pile 3 3.08 3 2.3 3 1.03 390 50 
Seaperch, White 4 3.01 6 4.5 6 0.50 344 36 
- Surfperch, Silver 5 1.77 12 9.1 12 0.15 208 25 
Seaperch, Striped - 6 . 1.56 7 5.3 7 0.22 234 36 
Surfperch, Redtail 7 0.50 1 0.8 1 0.50 308 0 
- 
Greenling, Kelp 8 0.20 2 1.5 2 0.10 189 16 
Perch, Shiner 9 0.12 4 3.0 4 0.03 129 21 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 10 0.07 1 0.8 1 0.07 186 0 
, Total 26.08 132 100 ' 97 
CatchperAnglerDay = 2.81 CatchperAnglerHour= 0.96 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.55 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.19 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression i f  available. 
** Total length except fo r  species with tuna-like caudal f ins  (see t ex t ) .  
*** CPUE is underestimated i f  all f i sh  taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 1 
Table 4. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Cear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort. 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
234 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 730.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Commn name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
--------------I--------------------- 
Greenl-, Kelp 1 127 38.6 
Seaperch, Striped 2 95 28.9 
Rockfish, Black 3 20 6.1 
Cabezon 4 20 g.1 
Rockfish, Blue 5 17 5.2 
Lingcod 6 15 4.6 
Greenling, Rock 7 10 3.0 
Surfperch, Silver 8 5 1.5 
P e d ,  Pile 9 5 1.5 
Rockfish, Grass 10 4 1.2 
Surfperch, Walleye 11 4 1.2 
Sculpin, Buffalo 12 3 0.9 
Rockfish, Copper 13 2 0.6 
Surfperch, Redtail 14 2 0.6 
Total 
CatchperAng1erDa.y = 1.41 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.45 
AREA 1 
Table 5. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch &presents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Manber Anglers Intercepted - 234 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 730.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Corrmon name Rank Number %by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt . (kg) * Caught 
.................................................................. 
Greenling, Kelp 1 72 35.8 0.38 27.34 
Seaperch, Striped 2 63 31.3 0.42 26.41 
Cabezon 3 13 6.5 1.31 16.97 
Greenling, Rock 4 10 5.0 0.30 2.96 
Lingcod 5 10 5.0 2.76 27.62 
Rockfish, Blue 6 7 3.5 0.25 1.77 
Rockfish, Black 7 6 3.0 0.45 2.72 
Surfperch, Silver 8 5 2.5 0.13 0.64 
Perch, Pile 9 5 2.5 0.64 3.20 
Rockfish, Grass 10 4 2,O 0.65 2.58 
Rockfish, Copper 11 2 1.0 0.20 0.40 
Surfperch, Walleye 12 2 1.0 0.15 0.30 
Surfperch, Redtail 13 2 1.0 ' 0.89 1.77 
........................................................ 
Total 201 100 114.68 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.86 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.28 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.49 I& perAnelerHour = 0.16 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available, 
\ I  
AREA 1 
Table 6. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Bredwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 234 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 730.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
: ' 
Cammmname Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* * SD 
b y W t .  Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (m) LN. - 
---- _U--u-----------------------l---U-------------------------- 
Linecod 1 27.62 10 6.0 10 2.76 621 96 
Seaperch, Striped 2 23.48 56 33.7 56 0.42 292 33 - I 
Greenling, Kelp 3 17.85 47 28.3 47 0.38 289 58 
Cabezon 4 14.36 11 6.6 11 1.31 414 101 
Perch, Pile 5 3.20 5 3.0 5 0.64 335 37 - 
Rockfish, Black 6 2.72 6 3.6 6 0.45 283 101 
Greenling, Rock 7 2.66 9 5.4 9 0.30 265 57 
Rockfish, Grass 8 2.58 4 2.4 4 0.65 293 70 
Rockfish, Blue 9 1.77 7 4.2 7 0.25 237 75 I 
Surfperch, Redtail 10 1.77 2 1.2 2 0.89 353 97 
Surfperch, Silver 11 0.64 5 3.0 5 0.13 199 23 
Rockfish, Copper 12 0.40 2 1.2 2 0.20 210. 73 - 
Surfperch, Walleye 13 0.30 2 1.2 2 0.15 208 17 
-- --------.U---------------- --------------- 
Total 99.34 166 100 166 - 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.71 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.23 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.42 Kg perAnglerHmr = 0.14 
-. 
t We-t estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
*tt (2W is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). - 
AREA 1 
Table 7. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nmber Anglers Intercepted - 197 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 543.8 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comnron nanre Rank N&r %by 
by Nmher Caught Number 
Surfperch, Redtail 1 130 48.1 
Seaperch, Striped 2 52 19.3 
Rockfish, Black 3 14 5.2 
Lin~gcod 4 14 5.2 
Greenling, Kelp 5 13 4.8 
Rockfish, Grass 6 10 3.7 
Jacksmelt 7 6 2.2 
Cabezon 8 5 ,1.9 
Prickleback, Monkeyface 9 5 1.9 
Smoothhound, Gray 10 4 1.5 
Sculpins 11 4 1.5 
Greenling, Rock 12 2 0.7 
Sculpin, Buffalo 13 2 0.7 
Surfperch, Walleye 14 2 0.7 
Flounders, Lefteye 15 2 0.7 
Ray, Bat 16 1 0.4 
Irish hrd, Red 17 1 0.4 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 18 1 0.4 
Surfperch, Silver 19 1 0.4 
Seaperch, White 20 1 0.4 
---I-------------___------------------ 
Total 270 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.37 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.50 
AREA 1 
Table 8. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Buarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 197 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 543.8 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conmaon name Rank Number X by Mean Weight 
by N d r  Caught Mber Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................... 
Surfperch, Redtail 1 106 51.7 0.56 59.58 
Seaperch, Striped 2 31 15.1 0.41 12.58 
Lingcad 3 14 6.8 3.56 49.86 
Rockfish, Black 4 13 ' 6.3 1.08 13.99 
Greenling, Kelp 5 11 5.4 0.53 5.79 
Rockfish, Grass 6 10 4.9 1.64 16.37 
Prickleback, Monkeyface 7 5 2.4 O.OO** 0.00 
Cabezon 8 4 2.0 1.53 6.11 
smOothh-'& Cray 9 3 1.5 2.44 7.33 
Greenling, Rock 10 2 1.0 0.39 0.78 
Ray, Bat 11 1 0.5 28.13 28.13 
Jacksmelt 12 1 0.5 0.34 0.34 
Irish Lord, Red 13 1 0.5 1.26 1.26 
Surfperch, Walleye 14 1 0.5 0.14 0.14 
Surfperch, Silver 15 1 0.5 0.18 0.18 
Seaperch, White 16 1 0.5 0.31 0.31 
Total 205 100 202.74 
C. CfVE 
CatchperAnglerDay = 1.04 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.38 
Kg perAng1erLk.y = 1.03 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.37 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group waa not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 1 
Table 9. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Emmined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 197 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 543.8 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
: ---Mean--- : 
Conmon name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* h o t *  SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (m) LN. 
.......................................................................... 
Lingcod 1 49.86 14 9.2 14 3.56 685 59 
Surfperch, Redtail 2 35.41 63 41.4 63 0.56 311 45 
Ray, Bat 3 28.13 1 0.7 1 28.13 1116 0 
Rockfish, Grass 4 14.73 9 5.9 9 1.64 391 92 
Rockfish, Black 5 12.91 12 7.9 12 1.08 405 70 
Seaperch, Striped 6 10.55 26 17.1 26 0.41 289 32 
Smoothhound, Gray 7 7.33 3 2.0 3 2.44 625 90 
Cabezon 8 6.11 4 2.6 4 1.53 439 112 
Greenling, Kelp 9 4.21 8 5.3 8 0.53 330 48 
Irish Lard, Red 10 1.26 1 0.7 1 1.26 403 0 
Greenling, Rock 11 0.78 2 1.3 2 0.39 301 39 
Jacksmelt . 12 0.34 1 0.7 1 0.34 352 0 
Seaperch, White 13 0.31 1 0.7 1 0.31 295 0 
Surfperch, Silver 14 0.18 1 0.7 1 0.18 223 0 
Surfperch, Walleye 15 0.14' 1 0.7 1 0.14 206 0 
Pricklebadr, Monkeyface 16 0 . 00 5 3.3 5 0.00 634 45 
..................................................................... 
Total 172.25 152 100 152 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.77 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.28 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.87 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.32 
1: Weight estimated from length-ta-weight regression if available. 
t* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
t t x  CRTE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
I AREA 1 
Table 10, Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A, Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 50 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 209.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Colrmonnarne Rank Number % b y  

















Total 267 100 
CatchperAnglerDery = 5.34 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.28 
Table 11. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 50 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 209.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Inccnuplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by NUmber Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
............................................................... 
Rockfish, Black 1 168 68.3 0.98 165.21 
Lingcod 2 18 7.3 6.13 110.30 
Rockfish, Canary 3 16 6.5 0.67 10.75 
Rockfish, Blue 4 12 4.9 0.83 9.92 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 5 7 2.8 0.53 3.74 
Cabezon 6 7 2.8 2.71 19.00 
Greenline, Kelp 7 5 2.0 0.48 2.39 
Rockfish, China 8 3 . 1.2 1.26 3.77 
Rockfish, Copper 9 2 0.8 2.30 4.61 
Rockfish, Vermilion 10 2 0.8 4.37 8.74 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 11 2 0.8 0.97 1.93 
Sahn, Chinook (King) 12 1 0.4 4.92 4.92 
Rockfish, Brawn 13 1 0.4' 0.24 0.24 
Rockfish, Quillback 14 1 0.4 1.02 1.02 
Sole, Sand 15 1 0.4 0.28 0.28 
---------_U__---------------------- 
Total 246 100 346.79 
Catch per Angler Day = 4.92 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.18 
Kg perAnglerhy = 6.94 Kg perAnglerHaur = 1.66 
* Weight esthtecf from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 12. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Chly the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort d 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 50 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 209.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
; ---Mean--- 
Common name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.X LnrX* SD 
















Total 316.45 214 100 227 
Catch per Angler Day = 4.28 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.02 
Kg perAnglerDay = 6.33 Kg perAnglerHour = 1.51 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. - 
x* Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text) . 
*** CRlE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
- 
AREA 1 
Figure 2, Length-Frequency Histogram for Striped Seaperch 
Taken by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 1, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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I-IC-l)-l)--*-fl 
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Figure 3 .  Length-Frequency Histogram for  Black Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 1, Quarter 2, 1983. 
AREA 2 
Table 13. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
112 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 316.2 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 38.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comnon name Bank Nhmber %by 
by Number Caught Nmber 
Herring, Pacific 
Trouts 
















Total 864 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 7.71 Catch per Angler Hour = 2.73 
AREA 2 
Table 14. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHlE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Buarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Ehrmber Anglers Intercepted - 112 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 316.2 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trip) = 38.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
CormLon name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
.............................................................. 
Herrim, Fbcific 1 574 87.6 0.12 66.78 
Perch, Shiner 2 26 4.0 0.04 1.04 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) 3 12 1.8 0.08 0.92 
Surfperch, Walleye 4 9 1.4 0.14 1.25 
J8cksmelt 5 8 1.2 0.50 4.00 
Surfperches 6 8 1.2 0.09tl: 0.72 
Seaperch, Rainbow 7 5 0.8 0.19 0.93 
Trouts 8 4 0.6 0.32tS 1.28 
Smelts 9 3 0.5 0.05 0.14 
Mut, Rainbow 10 2 0.3 0.32 0.63 
Smelt, Sllrf 11 1 0.2 0.04 0.04 
Rockfish, Grass 12 1 0.2 2.21 2.21 
Seaperch, Striped 13 1 0.2 0.53 0.53 
Surfperch, Silver 14 1 0.2 0.15 0.15 
Total ' 
CatchperAnglerDay = 5.85 Catch per Angler Hour = 2.07 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.72 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.25 
- 
5 Weight estimated from length-might regression if available. 
%t Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). - 
AREA 2 
Table 15. Sampled Effort , Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
M n e d  by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Mrmber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
112 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 316-2 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 38.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
( ---Mean--- ' 
Camnon name Rank Weight* N-r %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mn) LN. 
.............................................................................. 
Herring, Pacific 1 65.04 559.88.6 344 0.12 215 28 
Jacksmelt 2 4.00 8 1.3 9 0.50 354 111 
Rockfish, .Grass 3 2.21 1 0.2 1 2.21 450 0 
Surfperch, Walleye 4 1.25 9 1.4 9 0.14 203 15 
Seaperch, Rainbow 5 0.93 5 0.8 5 0.19 226 8 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) . 6 0.92 12 1.9 12 0.08 193 41 
Perch, Shiner 7 0.80 . 20 3.2 20 0.04 141 18 
Trout, Rainbow 8 0.63 2 0.3 2 0.32 325 7 
Seaperch, Striped 9 0.53 1 0.2 1 0.53 318 0 
Surfperch, Silver 10 0.15 1 0.2 1 0.15 213 0 
Smelts 11 0.14 3 0.5 3 0.05 192 7 
Smelt, Surf 12 0.04 1 0.2 1 0.04 182 0 
Trouts 13 0.00 4 0.6 4 0.00 199 20 
Surf perches 14 0.00 5 0.8 0 0.00 0 0 
----------I_--~------~-------------------------- 
Total 76.62 631 100 412 
Catch per Angler Day = 5.63 Catch per Angler Hour = 2-00 
Hg per Angler Day = 0.68 K6t perAnglerHour = 0.24 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
8% Total length except for speciea w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
*** CHlE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 2 
Table 16. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFVE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Buarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Fkturned. 
N'umber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
72 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 171.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 35.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
C a a a r o n m  Rank Number %by 
by Nunber Caught Number. 
-----------u------------------------------** 
Seaperch, Striped 1 20 29.4 
Trouts 2 10 14.7 
Perch, Shiner 3 9 13.2 
Surfperch, Redtail 4 ' 7 10.3 
Surfperches 5 4 5.9 
Seaperch, Rainbow 6 4 5.9 
Sole, Sand 7 4 5.9 
Unidentified Fishes. 8 2 2.9 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) 9 , 1 1.5 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 10 1 1.5 
Greenlings (general) 11 1 *l.5 
Greenling, Kelp 12 1 1.5 
Lingcod 13 1 1.5 
Sculpin, Buffalo 14 1 1.5 
Surf perch, Silver 15 1 1.5 
Saxldab, Pacific 16 1 1.5 
Total 
Catch per Angler Ikry = 0.94 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.40 
AREA 2 
Table 17. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for  Area 2 
in 1983 for  Quarter 2, by Jet ty  o r  Breakwate r  Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number  Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
72 
Total Hours Effort for  Anglers Intercepted - 171.5 
Total Hours S t i l l  t o  Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 35.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comon name Rank Number % b y  Mean Weight 
by N u u b e r  Caught Number W t .  (kg)* Caught 
................................................................. 
Seaperch, Striped 1 20 39.2 0.30 5.94 
Perch, Shiner 2 8 15.7 0.02 0.15 
Surfperch, Redtail 3 7 13.7 0.51 3.58 
Surfperches 4 4 7.8 0.27** 1.08 
Seaperch, Rainbow 5 4 7.8 0.22 0.86 
Sole, Sand 6 3 5.9 0.07 0.21 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) 7 1 2.0 0.34 0.34 
G r e e n l i n g s  (general) 8 . 1 2.0 2.40tt 2.40 
Lingcod 9 1 2.0 2.40 2.40 
Sculpin, Buffalo 10 1 2.0 0.19 0.19 
Surfperch, Silver 11 1 2.0 0.30 0.30 
....................................... 
Total 51 100 17.44 
C. CPUE 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.71 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.30 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.24 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.10 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression i f  available. 
Mean weight for  t h i s  group was not calculated o r  wm estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 2 
Table 18. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch d CPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Buarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A, Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 72 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 171.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 35.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
;---Mean---: 
Camnon name Rank Weight* Nwinber %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 





Salmon, Coho (Silver) 
Surfperch, Silver 




Catch per Angler Day = 0.61 CatchperAnglerHour= 0.26- 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.19 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.08 
Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
%* Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudaf fins (see text). 
*** (=RIE is deresthted if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 2 
Table 19. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CKJ3 for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NM1ber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
171 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 374.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 57.9 
B. Ranked Catch 
Cammon name Rank Ntnnber %by 
by Nmber Caught Number 
................................................. 
Surfperch, Redtail 1 46 22.9 
Cabezon 2 38 18.9 
Surfperches 3 31 15.4 
Seaperch, Striped 4 30 14.9 
Greenling, Kelp 5 23 11.4 
Rockfish, Blue 6 11 5.5 
Greenling, Rock - 7 8 4.0 
Rockfish, Black 8 2 1.0 
Lingcod 9 2 1.0 
Sculpin, Buffalo 10 2 1.0 
Jacksmelt 11 1 0.5 
Rockfish, Kelp 12 1 0.5 
Rockfish, Grass 13 1 ' 0.5 
Greenlings (general ) 14 1 0.5 
Perch, Black 15 1 0.5 
Surfperch, Silver 16 ' 1 0.5 
Seaperch, Rainbow 17 1 0.5 
Prickleback, Monkeyface 18 1 0.5 
----------------- --------- 
Total 201 100 
CatChperAderDay r 1.18 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.54 
Table 20. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Cear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
M r  Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
171 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 374.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 57.9 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt. (kg) * Caught 
-- - --- -- 
Surfperch, Redtail 1 46 26.9 
Cabezon 2 37 21.6 
Seaperch, Striped 3 29 17.0 
Greenling, Kelp 4 ' 23 13.5 
Rockfish, Blue 5 11 6.4 
Greenling, Rock 6 8 4.7 
Surfperches 7 6 3.5 
Rockfish, Black . 8 2 1.2 
Jacksmelt 9 1 0.6 
Rockfish, Kelp 10 1 0.6 
Rockfish, Grass 11 1 0.6 
Lingcod 12 1 0.6 
Sculpin, Buffalo 13 1 0.6 
Perch, Black 14 1 0.6 
Surfperch, Silver 15 1 0.6 
Seaperch, Rainbow 16 1 0.6 
Prickleback, Monkeyface 17 1 0.6 
-------__U--------------------------------- 
Total 171 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 1 .OO Catch per Angler Hour = 0.46 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.60 Xg per Angler Hour = 0.28 
* Weight estimated fram length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 2 
Table 21. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Manber Anglers Intercepted - 171 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 374 . 5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 57.9 
B. Ranked Catch 
: ------ ' 
Cammn name ~ s n k  weight* mber %by NO. ~t.* SD 















Sculpin, Buf fa10 
Prickleback, Monkeyface 
................................... ....................... 
Total 98.49 163 100 164 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.95 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.44 
K8 per Angler Day = 0.58 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.26 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
*X Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text) . 
*xx CPUe is mderestinrsted if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
Table 22. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRTE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Shore Net Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 15 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 31.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 1 .O 
B. Ranked Catch 
Carmmn name Rank Number % by 
by Nwnber Caught Number 
.............................................. 
Smelt, Surf 1 555 92.0 
Smelt, Night 2 48 8.0 
........................................... 
Total * 603 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 40.20 Catch per Angler Hour = 19.14 
AREA 2 
- 
Table 23. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
- Shore Net Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
- A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 
15 
31.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 1 .O 
- B. Ranked Catch 
Colanon- Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt . (kg) X Caught 
.............................................................. 
Smelt, Surf 1 555 92.0 0.04 20 0 18 
Smelt, Night 2 48 8.0 0.01 0.52 
............................................................... 
Total 603 100 20 . 70 
Catch per Angler Day = 40.20 Catch per Angler Hour 19.14 
Kg perAnglerDay = 1.38 ICg perAnglerHour = 0.66 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
AREA 2 
Table 24. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Shore Net Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 15 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 31.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 1.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
;---Mean---' 
(3xmnon- Rank Weight* Number %by No.- Wt.* Ln.** SD - 





Catch per Angler Day = 39.40 Catch per Angler Hour = 18.76 
Kg per Angler Day = 1.35 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.64 
* Weight estimated fram length-to-weight regression if available.' - 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 




Table 25. &upled Effort, Flanked Catch and CHJE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
- 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
- A. Sampled Effort 
Ehnnber Anglers Intercepted - 39 
- Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 50.1 
Total Hours Still to Fieh (Incomplete Trips) = 9.1 


































- Total 73 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 1 -87 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.46 
b 
AREA 2 
Table 26. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and (TPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 39 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 50.1 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 9.1 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conmon name Rank Nrmber % by Mean Weight 








Perch, Pile . 
Total 72 100 63.75 
C. CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.85 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.44 
Kg perAnglerIhy = 1.63 Kg per Angler Hour = 1,27 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
AREA 2 
Table 27. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 39 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 50.1 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 9.1 
B. Ranked Catch 
; ; 
Comnon name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* b.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mn) LN. 









Total 55.38 64 100 69 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.64' Catch per Angler Hour = 1.28 
Kg per Angler Day = 1.42 Kg perAnglerHour = 1.11 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
*X Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
st* (;WE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 2 
Figure 4. LRngth-l?requency Histogram for Pacific Herring 
Taken by Pier or Dock Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 2, Quarter 2, 1983. 
AREA 2 
Figure 5. Length-Frequency Histogram for Surf Smelt 
Taken by Beach and Bank Anglers Using Shore Net Gear. 
Area 2, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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Table 28. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHlE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear, Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
1 '  Both Kept and Returned. 
~ A. Sampled ~ffort 
Nuaher mlers Intercepted - 
- 
42 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 170.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
1 B. Ranked Catch 
Cammn name Rank Mmber 
by Number Caught 
........................................... 
Lingcod 1 29 
Rockfish, Blue 2 19 
Rockfish, Canary 3 19 
Sahn, Chinook (King) 4 '  11 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 5 8 
Cabezon 6 8 
Rockfish, Copper 7 7 
Rockfish, Black 8 7 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) 9 3 
Greenling, Kelp 10 3 
Trouts 11 2 
Rockfish, Rosy 12 2 
Rockfishes (general) 13 1 
Rockfish, China 14 1 
Rockfish, Grass 15 1 
Greenlings (general) 16 1 
Flder, Arrowtooth 17 1 
Sole, Rock 18 1 
Sole, Sand 19 1 
Total 125 100 
C. CRIES 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.98 Catch per An8ler Hour = 0.73 
AREA 045 
Table 29. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 42 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 170.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incamplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conmon name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Nunber Caught Number Wt.(kg)t Caught 



















Total 121 100 205.14 
CatchperAnglerDay = 2.88 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.71 
Kg per Angler Day = 4.88 Kg per Angler Hour = 1.20 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
tt Mean weight for this group m not calculated or was e s t h t e d  froin other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 045 
Table 30. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents M y  the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort - 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 42 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 170.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
; 
Comnon name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.% Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mn) LN. - 
.......................................................................... 
Lingcod 1 92.30 27 22.3 27 3.42 657 126 
Salmon, Chinook (King) 2 33.76 11 9.1 11 3.07 669 119 - 
Rockfish, Copper 3 17.10 7 5.8 7 2.44 500 75 
Cabezon 4 14.44 8 6.6 8 1.81 482 58 
Rockfish, Blue 5 10.42 19 15.7 19 0.55 322 54 - 
Rockfish, Canary 6 8.57 19 15.7 19 0.45 310- 38 
Rockfish, Black 7 8.19 7 5.8 7 1.17 413 90 
Salmon, Cuho (Silver) 8 6.21 3 2.5 3 2.07 602 36 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 9 6.21 8 6.6 8 0.78 363 81 d 
Rockfish, Grass 10 2.34 1 0.8 1 2.34 458 0 
Greenling, Kelp 11 1.39 3 2.5 3 0.46 314 59 
Sole, Rock 12 1.25 1 0.8 1.1.25 451 0 -.I 
Rockfish, R O S ~  13 0.95 2 1.7 2 0.47 307 18 
Rockfish, China 14 0.62 1 0.8 1 0.62 323 0 
Sole, Sand 15 0.08 1 0.8 1 0.08 190 0 d 
Rockfishes (general) 16 0.00 1 0.8 0 0.00 0 0 
Greenlings (general) 17 0.00 1 0.8 0 0.00 0 0 
Flounder, Arrowtooth 18 0.00 1 0.8 1 0.00 340 0 
...................................................................... 
- 
Total 203.83 121 100 119 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.88 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.71 
Kg per Angler Day = 4.85 Kg perAnglerHour = 1.20 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). -. 
S t *  CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken w e r e  not examined (see text). 
AREA 045 
Table 31. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 15 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 13.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 





















8 .  1 
Total 42 100 
- 
Table 32. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and ClPUEi for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by bivate or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
SpearGear.CatchRepreaentsNumberLanded 
- 
and Does N o t  Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A.. Sampled Effort - 
NLerber Anglers Intercepted 0 15 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Interoepted - 13.5 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Inxrmplete Tripe) = 0.0 
Seaperch, Striped 




















Total 42 100 34 . 34 
CgtchperAnflerDay = 2.80 Cat~hperAnelerHanr= 3.11 
perAnglerIby = 2.29 Kg perAnglerHour = 2.54 
t Weight estimated Free length-to-wight regressim if available. 
AREA 045 
- 
Table 33. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Qmrter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
- Spear Clear. Catch Represents M y  the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunher Anglers Intercepted - - 15 
- Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 13.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0-0 
- Be Ranked Catch 
:---Mean---: 
- 
Camnon name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No, Meas. (kg) (nnn) LN. 
Lingcod 









- CatchperAnglerDay = 2.80 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.11 
- Kg per Angler Day = 2.29 Kg per Angler Hour = 2.54 
- 1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text), 
*** CRiE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 045 
Table 34. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nmber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
15 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 70.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (hcamplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 












Total 135 100 
. C. CKlB 
CatchperAnglerDay = 9.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.93 
AREA 045 
Table 35. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPLJE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by A l l  CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Ntanber Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Mnaber Anglers Intemepted - 
- 
15 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 70.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked catch 
Cansanname Rank Nuuber %by Mean Weight 
by Nunber Caught Ehrmber Wt. (kg)* Caught 
-------- ----.-----------------I--------.- 
Rockfish, Blue 1 66 50.0 0.62 40.88 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 19 14.4 1.28 24.30 
Sanddab, Pacific 3 12 9.1 0.34 4.09 
Rockfish, Canary 4 8 6.1 0.54 4.30 
Rockfish, Copper 5 7 5.3 1.46 10.21 
Lingcod 6 6 4.5 3.44 20.67 
Rackfishegs (unidentified) 7 5 3.8 0.82** 4.10 
Rockfish, Roley 8 4 3.0 0.40 1.61 
Bocaccio 9 3 2.3 1.46 4.38 
Rockfish, Quillback 10 1 0.8 2.03 2.03 
Rockfish, Chi= 11 1 0.8 1.23 1.23 
Total 132 100 117.79 
Catch per Angler Day = 8.80 Catch per Angler bur = 1.89 
Kg perAnglerDay = 7.58 Kg per Angler Hour = 1.62 
* Weight estimated frcn~ length-to-ueight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or wae esthted from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 36. Sampled Effofty Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch &presents M y  the Fish 
Gxamined by the Sampler. 
.A. .Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anglers Intercepted - 15 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 70.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incarrplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
; ---Mean--- ; 
Coamwrnnarne Rank Weight* N\raber %by No. Wt.t he** SD 












Total 97.19 106 100 95 
* Weight es tb ted  f m  lmqgth-to-wei8ht mgmsmion if available. 
*? Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
tt* CPUEE is underestimated if all fish taken were mt exzdned (see text). 
AREA 097 
- 
Table 37. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 12.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conrmon name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
................................................. 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 1 1 %100.0 
Total 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.09 . Catch per Angler Hour = 0.08 
AREA 097 
Table 38. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHlE for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nrnnber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 12.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Counton name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Ntgnber Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
...................................................................... 
Total 0 0 0.00 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.00 
Kg perAng1erD.a~ = 0.00 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.00 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
AREA 097 
Table 39. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and (TPLTE for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Exmined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sanrpled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 12.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Inconrplete Trips) = 0.0 




Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt. * Ln. ** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LN. 
-------------I_------------------------------------------------------------------- 
~ - Total 0.00 0 0 0 
1 Catch per Angler Day = 0.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.00 
1 - Kg per Angler Day = 0.00 K$ per Angler Hour = 0.00 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
- 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
t** CFUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 097 
Table 40. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Cear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
W b e r  Anglers Intercepted - 8 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 24.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Camon name Rank Nmiber %by 
by Nrnnber Caught Number 
----------I---------------------------- 
Rockfish, Olive 1 55 51.4 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 20 18.7 
Rockfish, Blue 3 15 14.0 
Bocaccio ' 4 7 6 .5  
Rockfish, Speckled 5 3 2.8 
Rockfish, Black 6 2 1.9 
Rockfish, Canary 7 2 1.9 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 8 1 0.9 
Rockfish, S t a r r y  9 1 0.9 
Lingcod 10 1 0.9 
Total 107 100 
C. CEWE 
Catch per Angler Day = 13.38 Catch per Angler Hour-= 4.46 
AREA 097 
Table 41. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 




Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 24.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
h B. Ranked Catch 
Cannon name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 


























Catchper Angler Day = 13.38 Catch per Angler Hour = 4.46 
Kg perAnglerDay = 12.65 Kg per Angler Hour = 4.22 
- 
* Weight estimated frola length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 42. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
8 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 24.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
; --wan--- ' 
Conmonname Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
- 
byWt. C a d t  Caught NO. Meas. (&) (m) LN. 
....................................................................... 
Rockfish, Olive 1 38.34 55 51.4 60 0.70 372 42 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 18.82 20 18.7 24 0.94 395 59 - 
Bocaccio 3' 16.57 7 6.5 7 2.37 594 87 
Rockfish, Blue 4 10.50 15 14.0 17 0.70 356 32 
Lingcod 5 4.73 1 0.9 1 4.73 759 0 - 
Rockfish, Canary 6 3.77 2 1.9 3 1.88 - 502 .23 
Rockfish, Speckled 7 2.84 3 2.8 3 0.95 392 73 
Rockfish, Black 8 2.51 2 1.9 2 1.26 438 23 
9 1 2.11 484 0 d Rockfish, Yelloweye 2.11 1 0.9 
Rockfish, Starry 10 1.01 1 0.9 2 1.01 385 64 
Total 102.20 107 100 ' 120 d 
C. m t x t  
Catch per An8ler Day = 13.38 Catch per Angler Hour = 4.46 
Kg per Angler Day = 12.65 I& per Angler Hour = 4.22 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
tt Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
t%t CEUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). - I 
AREA 097 
Figure 6,  Length-F'requency Histogram for Olive Rockfish 
Taken by All CPJW Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear, 
Area 097, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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AREA 3 
Table 43. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Cear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 30 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 89.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Rank Number % by 
by Ntwber  Caught Number 
Jacksmelt 1 49 47.1 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 2 25 24.0 
Surfperch, Walleye 3 11 10.6 
Surfperch, Barred 4 9 8.7 
Seapemh, White 5 4 3.8 
st i m ~ s  6 1 1.0 
Topsmelt 7 1 1.0 
Croaker, White 8 1 1.0 
Surf perches 9 1 1.0 
Perch, Shiner 10 1 1.0 
Surfperch, Silver 11 1 1.0 
............................................ 
Total 104 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 3.47 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.16 
AREA 3 
Table 44. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Nmber Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
30 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 89.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comuon name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
......................................................................... 
Jacksmelt 1 46 60.5 0.23 10.47 
Surfperch, Walleye 2 11 14.5 0.17 1.86 
Surfperch, Barred 3 9 11.8 0.39 3.50 
Seaperch, White 4 4 5.3 0.09 0.34 
stbD=g~ 5 1 1.3 O.OOt1: 0.00 
Topsmelt 6 1 1.3 0.32 0.32 
Sculpin , Pacific Staghorn 7 1 1.3 0 . OO** 0.00 
Croaker, White 8 1 1.3 0.43 0.43 
Surfperches 9 1 1.3 0.23** 0.23 
Surfperch, Silver 10 1 1.3 0.14 0.14 
.................................................................. 
Total 76 100 17.29 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.53 CatchperAnglerHour= 0.85 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.58 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.19 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Mean weight for this .group was not calculated or waa estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 3 
Table 45. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPW for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
. A, Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 30 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 89.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
------ ' 
Gammon name Rank Weight* Nwnber %by No. Wt.* he** SD - 









Total 16.15 70 100 43 
CatchperAnglerDay = 2.33 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.78 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.54 Kg perAnglerHour- = 0.18 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. I 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
t t t  CRJE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
Table 46. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRIE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 39.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish I(Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
................................................. 
Sculpin, Prrcific Staghorn 1 1 %100.0 
................................................. 
Total 1 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.09 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.03 
AREA 3 
Table 47. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and C;TVE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 39.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comnon name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt . (kg) l: Caught 
Total 0 0 0 . 00 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.00 . 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.00 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.00 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
AREA 3 
Table 48. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Cakh Represents M y  the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler, 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nrrmber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 39.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
ConmOn name 
I ---Mean- : 
Rank Weight* Nunber %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mn) LN. 
Total 0 . 00 0 0 0 
C. CPUE*** 
Catch per Angler Day = 0,00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0 .OO 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.00 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.00 
X Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins ( see text) . 
**t CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 3 
Table 49. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
. A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 55 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 155.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 6.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conmron name Rank Ntnnber %by 
byN&r Caught Number 
Surfperch, Barred 1 8 24.2 
Unidentified Fishes 2 3 9.1 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 3 3 9.1 
Cabezon 4 3 9.1 
Surf perches 5 3 9.1 
Rickleback, Monkeyface 6 3 9.1 
Greenling, Kelp 7 2 6.1 
Surfperch, Silver 8 2 6.1 
Seaperch, kinbow 9 2 6.1 
Skate, Longnose 10 1 3.0 
Lingcod 11 1 3.0 
Bass, Striped 12 1 3.0 
Surfperch, Walleye 13 1 3.0 
------------I------------------------------ 
Total 33 100 
C. m 
Catch per Angler Day 0.60 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.21 
AREA 3 
Table 50. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHJE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 55 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 155.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 6.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Canmon name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt . (kg) 1: Caught 
........................................................................ 
Surfperch, Barred 1 6 33.3 0.28 1.70 
Cabezon 2 3 16.7 0.36 1.08 
Prickleback, Monkeyf ace 3 3 16.7 0 . 00x1: 0.00 
Greenling, Kelp 4 2 11.1 0.63 1.26 
Surfperch, Silver 5 2 11.1 0.09 0.18 
Skate, Longnose 6 1 5.6 O.OO** 0.00 
Surfperch, Walleye 7 1 5.6 0.13 0.13 
-------------------------i-----.------------------------------------------ 
Total 18 100 4.36 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.33 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.12 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.08 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.03 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
tJ Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 51. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHJE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A, Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 5 5 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 155.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 6.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank 
by wt. 
............................... 
Surfperch, Barred 1 
Greenling, Kelp 2 
Cabemn 3 
Surfperch, Silver 4 
Surfperch, Walleye 5 
Skate, Longnose 6 












%by No. Wt.t Ln.** SD - 
No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LN, 
.-------------------------------- 
33.3 6 0.28 236 54 
11.1 2 0.63 357 0 - 
16.7 3 0.36 268 23 
11.1 2 0.09 179 8 
5.6 1 0.13 203 0 - 
5.6 1 0.00 505 0 
16.7 3 0.00 488 80 
Total 4.36 18 100 18 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.33 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.12 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.08 ECg per Angler Hour = 0,03 
Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
8 Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
t%l: CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
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Table 52, Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
3 1 
Total H o u r s  Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 155.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
Sculpin, %if ic Staghorn 1 20 23.0 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 2 19 21.8 
Lingcod 3 10 11.5 
Sharks 4 6 6.9 
Stingrays 5 6 6.9 
Rockfish, Black 6 5 5.7 
C d e r ,  White 7 4 4.6 
Seaperch, Striped 8 3 3.4 
Rockfish, Blue 9 2 2.3 
Greenling, Kelp 10 2 2.3 
Cabezon 11 2 2.3 
Seaperch, Rubberlip 12 2 2.3 
Flounder, Starry 13 2 2.3 
Shark, Sevengill 14 1 1.1 
Rockfish, Brown 15 1 1.1 
Flounders, Lefteye ' 16 1 1.1 
Halibut, California 17 1 1.1 
I------------------------------------------- 
Total 87 100 
CatchperAnglerDay = 2.81 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.56 
Table 53. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CIlUB for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for auarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-end-Line Gear. Catch Represents Nmiber Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sempled Effort 
Number Ulers Intercepted - 
- 
3 1 
Total Maug Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 155.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Rank Number %by Mean Weight 
byNumber Cmght Number Wt.(kg)t Caught 
Rockfishes (unidsntified) 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 
Linscod 
Rockfish, Black . 
S e a m ,  Striped 
Rockfish, Blue 







F l d r s ,  Lefteye 
Halibut, California 
--- ----- -- 
T O W  55 100 . 71.55 
CatchperAnglerDay = 1.77 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.35 
U perAaLtlerDey = 2.31 KB perAnglerHMtr = 0.46 
r: Weight es th ted  from length-to-ueight regression if available. 
t* Mean weight for this group waa not calculated or was estimated froa other 
soun=es (see text). 
Table 54. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-ad-Line Gear. Catch Represents M y  the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 3 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 155.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
;---Mean---: 
Coamonname Rank Weight* Number %by No-. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) LN. 
............................................................................... 
Shark, Sevengill 1 28.06 1 2.7 1 28.06 1089 0 
Lingcod 2 14.55 6 16.2 6 2.43 595 95 
Cabezon 3 4.28 2 5.4 2 2.14 518 18 
Halibut, California 4 4.06 1 2.7 1 4.06 727 0 
Rockfish, Black 5 3.00 5 13.5 9 0.60 333 58 I 
Seaperch, Ftubberlip 6 1.96 2 5.4 3 0.98 370 50 
Flounder, Starry 7 1.52 2 5.4 2 0.76 367 136 
Seaperch, Striped 8 1.42 3 8.1 4 0.47 305 30 
Rockfish, Blue 9 1.25 2 5.4 4 0.63 342 38 
Greenling, Kelp 10 0.57 2 5.4 2 0.29 270 37 
Rockfish, Brown 11 0.52 1 2.7 1 0.52 307 0 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 12 0.00 10 27.0 0 0.00 0 0 \ 
............................................................... 
Total 61.19 37 100 35 
CatchperAnglerDay = 1.19 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.24 
Kg perAnglerDay = 1.97 Kg per Angler Hour = 0,39 
X Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
X* Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
*St CHJE is underestkted if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
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Table 55. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch at.td CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Cear. Catch Represents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 21 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 104,5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
Be Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by 
by N&r Caught Number 
......................................... 
Rockfish, Blue 1 93 55.4 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 2 48 28.6 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 3 8 4.8 
Rockfish, Copper 4 3 1,8 
Bocruxio 5 3 1.8 
Rockfish, Rosy 6 3 1.8 
Rockfish, Olive 7 3 1.8 
Rockfish, Canary 8 2 1.2 
Lingcod 9 2 1.2 
Rockfish, Speckled 10 1 0.6 
Rockfish, Flag 11 1 0.6 
Cabezon 12 1 0.6 
------- ---------U_------------ 
Total 168 100 
CatchperAnglerDay = 8.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.61 
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Table 56. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-&-Line Gear. 'Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 2 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 104.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Inccxnplete Trips) = 0-0  
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number %by Mean Weight 














Catch per Angler Day = 7.90 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.59 
Kg per Angler Day = 6.29 Kg per Angler Hour = 1.26 
* Weight estimated from length-Wight regression if available. 
X* Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 57. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CFW Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents M y  the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 2 1 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 104.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
;---Mean---; 
Comnon name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
Wt. Caught Caught NO. Meas* (a) (-1 W* - 
---- -- 
Rockfish, Blue 1 62.27 
Lingcod 2 8.67 
Rockfish, Copper 3 6.87 
Bocaocio 4 6.50 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 5 6.05 
Rockfish, Olive 6 1.65 
Rockfish, SpecMed 7 1.54 
Cabezon 8 1.39 
Rockfish, Canary 9 1.02 
Rockfish, Rosy 10 0.99 
Rockfish, Flag 11 0.54 
Total 97.49 120 100 111 
Catch per Angler Day = 5.71 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.15 
Xg perAnglerDay = 4.64 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.93 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caYdal fins (see text).  
t*t (=PUE: is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 3 
Figure 7. Length-Frequency Histogram for Blue Rockfish 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear, 
Area 3 (Ocean), Quarter 2, 1983, 
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Table 58. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHTE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 218 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 667.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 2.7 
B.' Ranked Catch 
conalon name Rank Number 
by Nmber Caught 
......................................... 
Jacksmelt 1 292 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 2 218 
Perch, Shiner 3 50 
Rockfish, Brown 4 41 
Topsmelt 5 40 
Croaker, White 6 40 
Surfperches 7 2 3 
Surfperch, Walleye 8 23 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 9 15 
Bass, Striped 10 10 
Unidentified Fishes 11 9 
Shaxks 12 5 
Tomcod, Pacific 13 5 
Perch, Pile 14 5 
Flounder, S t a r r y  15 4 
Bottomfishes (Gmundfishes) 16 3 
Trout, Rainbow 17 2 
Seaperch, White 18 2 
Seaperch, Rainbow 19 2 
Smoothhd, Gray 20 1 
shark, L=P=d 2 1 1 
Stingrays 22 1 
Sturgeons ( general ) 2 3 1 





(Table 58. - continued) 
- 
Common name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
..................................................... 
- 
Surfperch, Silver 27 1 0.1 
Seaperch, Rubberlip 28 1 0.1 
- 
Surfperch, Barred 29 1 0.1 




CatchperAnglerDay = 3.67 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.20 
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Table 59. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and (=HIE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
218 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 667.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 2.7 
B. Ranked Catch 
- 
Conmon name Rank Number %by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Jacksmelt 1 
Perch, Shiner 2 
Topsmel t 3 
Rockfish, Brown 4 
Croaker, White 5 
Surfperch, Walleye 6 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 7 
. Surfperches 8 
Perch, Pile 9 
Tomcod, Pacific 10 
Flounder, Starry 11 
Trout, Rainbow 12 
Seaperch, White 13 
Smoothhound, Gray 14 
shark, LeOm 15 
Sturgeon, White 16 
Bass, Striped 17 
Perch, Black 18 
Surfperch, Silver 19 
Seaperch, Rubberlip 20 
Surfperch, Barred 2 1 
Seaperch, EEsinbow 22 
Sanddab, Paicif ic 23 
------ ------- 
Total  
Catch per Angler Day = 2.35 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.77 
Kg per Angler Day = '  0.46 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.15 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
tt Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
- sources (see text) . 
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Table 60. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and (;WE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
2 18 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 667.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Inqomplete Trips) = 2.7 
B. Ranked Catch 
:--Mean---' 
Cornman name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* he*% SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mn) LN. 
............................................................................ 
Jacksmelt 1 54.27 254 67.9 72 0.21 302 32 
Sturgeon, White 2 21.44 1 0.3 1 21.44 1472 0 
Croaker, White 3 4.77 27 7.2 27 0.18 248 27 
Rockfish, Brown 4 2.76 36 9.6 22 0.08 151 40 
Perch, Pile 5 2.33 5 1.3 5 0.47 304 27 
Surfperoh, Walleye 6 2.03 19 5.1 18 0.1 185 29 
Seaperch, Rubberlip . 7 0.95 1 0.3 1 0.95 370 0 
Bass, Striped 8 0.68 1 0.3 1 0.68 483 0 
Perch, Shiner 9 0.48 14 3.7 14 0.03 136 11 
Trout, Rainbow 10 0.47 2 0.5 2 0.23 295 6 
Flounder, Starry 11 0.42 3 0.8 3 0.14 236 15 
Seaperch, Rainbow '12 0.25 1 0.3 1 0.25 249 0 
Tomcod, Pacific 13 0.24 4 1.1 4 0.06 195 22 
Surf perch, Silver 14 0.17 1 0.3 1 0.17 221 0 
Surfperch, Barred 15 0.13 1 0.3 1 0.13 192 0 
Perch, Black 16 0.11 1 0.3 1 0.11 168 0 
Seaperch, White 17 0.05 1 0.3 1 0.05 157 0 
Sanddab, Paci f ic 18 0 . 01 1 0.3 1 0.01 102 0 
Surfperches 19 0.00 1 0.3 1 0.00 0 0 
Total 91.55 374 100 177 
CatchperAnglerDay = 1.72 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.56 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.42 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.14 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
t t  Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
t X *  CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
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Table 61. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-4-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 19 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 43.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 2.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
chmon name Rank 
by W b e r  
---me----------------- 
Snilpin, Pacific Staghorn 1 
Surfperches 2 
Perch, Shiner 3 
Shark, 4 
Stingrays 5 
Sole, Fantail 6 









Total 18 100 
C. CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.95 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.42 
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Table 62. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Cear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nuollber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
19 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 43.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 2 .O 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comaon name Rank Number %by Mean Weight 
by Nuuiber Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
..................................................................... 
Sadpin, F+acific Sta&orn 1 4 50.0 0.02 0.06 
Perch, Shiner 2 2 25.0 0.16 0.32 
Shark, Leopard 3 1 12.5 4.38 4.38 
Sole, Fantail 4 1 12.5 0.21 0.21 
Total 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.42 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.19 
- I& per Angler Day = 0.26 Eg perAnglerHour = 0.12 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 63. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-d-Line Gear. Catch Represents M y  the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
19 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 43.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 2.0 
B.. Ranked Cgtch 
:--Mean---' 
Caemron name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.t* SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (IIPR) LN. 
..................................................................... 
shark, L-Pf=d 1 4.38 1 12.5 1 4.38 775 0 
Perch, Shiner 2 0.32 2 25.0 2 0.16 201 91 
Sole, Fantail 3 0.21 1 12.5 1 0.21 251 0 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 4 0.06 4 50.0 4 0.02 112 14 
.............................................................................. 
Total 4.96 8 100 8 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.42 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.19 
per Angler Day = 0.26 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.12 
1: Weight eathted from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
ttt CFUE is underestimated if all fish taken wefe not examined (see text). 
Table 64. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
154 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 476.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 23 .O 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comon name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
................................................... 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 1 151 51.5 
- 
Jacksmelt 2 42 14.3 
Perch, Shiner 3 36 12.3 
Perch, Pile 4 11 3.8 
Seaperch, White 5 10 3.4 
- Rockfishes (unidentified) 6 7 2.4 
- Surfperch, Walleye 7 7 2.4 
Bass, Striped 8 5 1.7 
- Croaker, White 9 5 1.7 
Surfperches 10 3 1.0 
Perch, Black 11 3 1.0 
Goby, Yellowfin 12 3 1.0 
Flounder, Starry 13 2 0.7 
Unidentified Fishes 14 1 0.3 
shark, Leopard 15 1 0.3 
Ras, Bat 16 1 0.3 
Trout, Rainbow 17 1 0.3 
Silversides 18 1 0.3 
Cabezon 19 1 0.3 
Prickleback, Monkeyface 20 1 0.3 




CatchperAnglerDay = 1.90 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.62 
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Table 65. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and C'PUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A,  Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 154 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 476.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 23.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conmon name Rank Number %by Mean Weight 














Total 102 100 25.76 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.66 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.21 
Kg perAnglerhy = 0.17 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.05 
1: Weight estimated fran length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
me8 (see text). 
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Table 66. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 154 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 476.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 23.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
;---&,an---' 
Cannon name Rank Weight* Nmber %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (nun) LN. 
................................................................................ 
Jacksmelt 1 9.26 33 43.4 33 0.28 328 32 
Perch, Pile 2 6.99 1114.5 11 0.64 334 38 
Surfperch, Walleye 3 2.32 7 9.2 7 0.33 256 27 
Seaperch, White 4 2.08 10 13.2 10 0.21 254 35 
Bass, Striped 5 1.08 1 1.3 1 1.08 567 0 
Perch, Black 6 1.08 3 3.9 3 0.36 266 71 
Flounder, Starry 7 0.88 1 1.3 1 0.88 411 0 
Croaker, White 8 0.67 2 2.6 2 0.34 308 30 
Trout, Rainbow 9 0.17 1 1.3 1 0.17 267 0 
Perch, Shiner 10 0.15 6 7.9 6 0.02 122 15 
Goby, Yellowfin 11 0.04 1 1.3 1 0.04 175 0 
.................................................................... 
Total 24.71 76 100 76 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.49 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.16 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.16 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.05 
1: Weight estinrated frcnn length-to-weight regression if available. 
St Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
*t* CRlE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
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Table 67. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Shore Net Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 8 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 4.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Canrmon name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
--------u--------------------------------- 
Unidentified Fishes 1 5 71.4 
Anchovy, Northern 2 2 28.6 
.......................................... 
Total ' 7 100 
C. CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.88 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.75 
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Table 68. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Shore Net Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nuinber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
8 
Total Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 4.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conmon name Rank Mrmber %by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)t Caught 
- - - - --------- -------------------------- 
.................................................................... 
Total 0 0 0.00 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.00 
Kg per Angler Day . = 0.00 Kg per Angler Hour = 0 .OO 
X Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 69. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Shore Net Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
N d r  Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
8 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 4.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
;---Mean---' 
Comnon name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
- 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (nnn) LN. 
....................................................................... 
Total 0.00 0 0 0 - 
C. CFVEtt* - 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.00 
Kg perAnglerhy = 0.00 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.00 
- 
1: Weight estimted from length-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
t*% CFVE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
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Table 70. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFVE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
- Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 202 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted = 1143.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Camon name 
------------------------- 




















k k ,  Leopard 
Surfperch, Silver 
Rank Number 






















2 1 1 
22 1 
Total 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.92 CatchperAnglerHour= 0.52 
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Table 71. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by bivate or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not ~nclude Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 202 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted = 1143.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Cormson name Rank Mnnber %by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Ehanber Wt. (kg) 1: Caught 
............................................................... 
Flounder, Starry 1 23 22.5 0.51 11.64 
Sturgeon, White 2 19 18.6 13.41 254.76 
Surfperch, Wleye, 3 17 16.7 0.12 2.12 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 4 13 12.7 0. OO** 0.00 
Halibut, California 5 8 7.8 5.71 45.67 
Bass, Striped 6 6 5.9 1.05 6.31 
Perch, Pile 7 6 5.9 0 ;60 -3.58 
Perch, Shiner 8 3 2.9 0. OOt* 0.00 
Smoothhound, Gray 9 2 2.0 2.17 4.33 
Perch, Black 10 2 2.0 0.40 0.81 
S h d ,  Leopard 11 1 1.0 4 . 97 4.97 
Sturgeons ( general ) 12 1 1.0 13.41*% 13.41 
13 . Croaker, White 1 1.0 0.14 0.14 
........................................................... 
Total 102 100 347.74 
C. CRIES 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.50 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.09 
Kg per Angler Day = 1.72 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.30 
- 1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
soUB2es (see text). 
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Table 72. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFVE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler, 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nwnber Anglers Intercepted - 202 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted = 1143.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
;---Mean---' 
Coamon name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (nun) LN. 
........................................................................... 
Sturgeon, White 1 254.76 19 22,6 19 13.41 1251 172 
Halibut, California 2 45.67 8 9.5 8 5.71 795 130 
Flounder, Starry 3 11.64 23 27.4 23 0.51 339 59 
Bass, Striped 4 6.31 6 7.1 6 1.05 552 83 
Shark, Leopard 5 4.97 1 1.2 1 4.97 810 0 
Perch, Pile 6 3.58 6 7,l 6 0.60 330 18 
Smoothhound, Gray . 7 2.17 1 1.2 1 2.17 607 0 - 
Surfperch, Walleye 8 2.12 17 20.2 10 0.12 198 10 
Perch, Black 9 0.81 2 2.4 2 0.40 287 33 . 
Croaker, White 10 0.14 1 1.2 1 0.14 234 0 
.................................................................... 
Total 332.16 84 100 77 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.42 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.07 
Kg per Angler Day = 1.64 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.29 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
*** CRTE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
Table 73. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nwnber Anglers Intercepted - - 37 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 242.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comnonname Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Nmber 
--------------I------------------------------- 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 1 31 53.4 
Bass, Striped 2 10 17.2 
Flounder, Starry 3 7 12.1 
Sturgeon, White 4 6 10.3 
Sturgeons (general) 5 3 5.2 
Flatfishes 6 1 1.7 
----------- ............................ 
Total 58 100 
C. CRIE 
. Catch per Angler I)ay = 1.57 Catch per 'Angler Hour = 0.24 
Table 74. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPM Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 37 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intemepted - - 242.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conmbn name Rank Number %by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
- - - - - - - - - - - 
Sturgeon, White 1 6 35.3 10.03 60.18 
Flounder, Starry 2 6 35.3 0.49 2.92 
Bass, Striped 3 4 23.5 1.07 4.30 
Flatfishes 4 1 5.9 0.49** 0.49 
................................................................. 
Total 17 100 67.89 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.46 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.07 
Kg per Angler Day = - 1.83 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.28 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (s& text). 
AREA 3 
Table 75. Sarspled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sanrpled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 37 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 242.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
; ------ ' 
camon name Rank Weight* Nmber %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD - 
by Wt. Caught Caught NO* M e w e  (&) (m) LNe 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Sturgeon, White 1 60.18 6 37.5 6 10.03 1170 67 
Bass, Striped 2 4.30 4 25.0 4 1.07 562 60 - 
Flounder, Starry 3 2.92 6 37.5 6 0.49 343 26 
........................................................................... 
Total 67.40 16 100 16 - 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.43 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.07 
Kg perAnglerDay = 1.82 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.28 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
%* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
St* CEVE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). - 
AREA 3 
Figure 8. Length-Frequency Histogram for Jacksmelt 
Taken by Pier or Dock Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 3 (Bay), Quarter 2, 1983. 
AREA 4 
Table 76. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nuaber Anglers Intercepted - 162 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 471.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 22.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Commnon name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
.................................................... 
Croaker, White 1 49 25.8 
Surfperches 2 35 18.4 
Surfperch, Walleye 3 30 15.8 
Seaperch, White ' 4 22 11.6 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 5 15 7.9 
Jacksmelt 6 7 3.7 
Flounder, Starry 7 6 3.2 
Perch, Shiner 8 5 2.6 
Surf perch, Silver 9 5 2.6 
Sanddab, Pacific 10 5 2.6 
Surfperch, Barred 11 2 1.1 
Sandabs 12 2 1.1 
Sole, Sand 13 2 1.1 
Skk, Leopard 14 1 0.5 
Greenling, Kelp 15 1 0.5 
Linecod 16 1 0.5 
Cabezon 17 - 1 0.5 
Perch, Black 18 1 0.5 
Total 190 100 
C. CPm 
CatchprAnglerDay = 1.17 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.40 
AREA 4 
Table 77. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Lihe Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NLrmber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
162 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 471 0 5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 22.0 

















Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
.................................................... 
1 34 27.0 0.18 6.03 
2 30 23.8 0.12 3.56 
3 22 17.5 0.11 2.34 
4 12 9.5 0. lox* 1.20 
5 6 4.8 0.37 2.24 
6 5 4.0 0.03 0.14 
7 5 4.0 0.07 0.36 
8 3 2.4 0.30 0.89 
9 2 1.6 0.09 0.18 
10 2 1.6 0.16 0.32 
11 1 0.8 0.15 0.15 
12 1 0.8 0.45 0.45 
13 1 0.8 0 . OO** 0.00 
14 1 0.8 0.22 0.22 
15 1 0.8 0.21 0.21 
.................................................................... 
Total 126 100 18.29 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.78 Crrtch per Angler Hour = 0.27 
&8 per&lerDay = 0.11 U perAnglerHour = 0.04 
8 Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group wa9 not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 4 
Table 78. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRlE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 162 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 471.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 22.0 
B. Ranked Catch - I 
:---Mean---' 
Conmon name Rank Weight* Ntanber %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD - 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mn) LN. 
...................................................................... 
Croaker, White 1 5.32 30 28.0 30 0.18 246 33 
Surfperch, Walleye 2 3.56 30 28.0 30 0.12 192 25 - 
Seaperch, White 3 2.34 22 20.6 22 0.11 195 50 
Flounder, Starry 4 1.87 5 4.7 5 0.37 314 38 
Jacksmelt 5 0.59 2 1.9 2 0.30 336 28 - 
Lingcod 6 0.45 1 0.9 1 .0.45 346 0 
Surfperch, Silver 7 0.36 5 4.7 5 0.07 164 29 
Sole, Sand 8 0.32 2 1.9 2 0.16 232 54 - 
Perch, Black 9 0.22 1 0.9 1 0.22 227 0 
Sanddab, -if ic 10 0.21 1 0.9 1 0.21 263 0 
Surfperch, Barred 11 0.18 2 1.9 2 0.09 169 16 . 
Greenling, Kelp 12 0.15 1 0.9 1 0.15 218 0 - 
Perch, Shiner 13 0.14 5 4.7 5 0.03 129 6 
.......................................................... 
Total 15.71 107 100 107 - 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.66 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.23 
Kg perAnslerDay = 0.10 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.03 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudsl fins (see text). 
*** CRTE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). d 
AREA 4 
- 
Table 79. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch d CPUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned, 
A, Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 66 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 209.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 3.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Camnon name Rank Number % by 
by Number Caught Number 
................................................ 
Flounder, Starry 1 31 46.3 
Jacksmelt 2 23 34.3 
Cabezon 3 4 6.0 
Sculpin, hific Staghorn 4 2 3.0 
Surfperch, Barred 5 2 3.0 
Surfperch, Calico 6 2 3.0 
Sharks 7 1 1.5 
Surf perches 8 1 1.5 
Flatfishes 9 1 1.5 
........................................... 
Total 67 100 
C* CPUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.02 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.32 
AREA 4 
Table 80. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CEW for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-LLne Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed - 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 66 
_Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 209.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 3.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
Gammon name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Nwnber Wt.(kg)* Caught 
- 
................................................................. 
Flounder, Starry 1 29 47.5 0.76 22.07 
Jacksmelt 2 23 37.7 0.43 9.98 
Cabezon 3 3 4.9 0.40 1.19 - 
Surfperch, l3arr.d 4 2 3.3 0.24 0.47 
Surfperch, Calico 5 2 3.3 0.20 0.39 
Surfperches 6 1 1.6 0.22** 0.22 - 
Flatfishes 7 1 1.6 - 0.768s. 0.76 
................................................ 
Total 61 100 35.09 
- 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.92 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.29 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.53 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.17 
J 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
d 
AREA 4 
Table 81. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nuher Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
66 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 209.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 3.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
: ---Mean--- ' 
Ccnmnon name Rank Weights Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (w) I..... 
Flounder, Starry 1 16.74 22 59.5 22 0.76 373 84 
Jacksmelt 2 3.47 8 21.6 8 0.43 374 38 
Cabezon 3 1.19 3 8.1 3 0.40 265 84 
Surfperch, Barred 4 0.47 2 5.4 2 0.24 219 80 
Surfperch, Calico 5 0.39 2 5.4 2 0.20 225 45 
.------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total 22.27 37 100 37 - I 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.56 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.18 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.34 perAnglerHour = 0.11 
1: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
%l: Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
%st CKJE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 4 
Table 82. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 172 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 462.8 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 42.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Ccrmmon name Rank 
by Number 
-------I-------------------------- 
Surfperch, Barred 1 
Surfperches 2 
Croaker, White 3 
Perch, Black ' 4 
Seaperch, White 5 
Surfperch, Walleye 6 
Surfperch, Silver 7 
Surfperch, Calico 8 
Unidentified Fishes 9 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 10 
Flounder, Starry 11 
Rockfish, Grass 12 
Lingcod 13 
Seaperch, Striped 14 
Perch, Pile 15 
Seaperch, Rainbow 16 
Jacksmelt 17 
Rockfish, Kelp 18 
Greenling, Kelp 19 
Cabezon 20 
Seaperch, Rubberlip 2 1 
Sole, Sand 22 
Sharks 23 
Eelpouts 24 
Rockfish, Blue 25 
Perch, Shiner 26 
Number 
caught 
- -- - ----- 
Total 397 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.31 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.86 
Table 83. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 172 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 462.8 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 42.5 






















































% by Mean Weight 
Number Wt.(kg)X Caught 
.......................... 
49.0 0.26 38.90 
9.1 0.26 7.41 
7.8 0.15 3.54 
5.8 0.16 2.96 
4.9 0.15 2.24 
4.5 0.10 1.34 
4.2 0.21 2.78 
2.3 0.43 3.01 
1.3 0.16 0.64 
1.3 0.35 1.38 
1.3 0.45 1.80 
1.3 0.13 0.52 
1.0 0.33 0.98 
1.0 0 . 20 0.59 
1.0 0.22** 0.66 
0.6 0.11 0.22 
0.6 0.05 0.10 
0.6 0.26 0.51 
0.6 0.40 0.79 
0.6 0.20 0.41 
0.3 0.05 0.05 
0.3 0. OOtX 0.00 
0.3 0.06 0.06 
Total 308 100 70.88 
CatchperAnglerDay = 1.79 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.67 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.41 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.15 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 4 
Table 84. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
M b e r  Anglers Intercepted - 172 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 462.8 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 42.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
: ' 
Canman name Fhnk Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.t* SD 
- 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (nm) LN. 
Surfperch, Barred 1 37.87 
Perch, Black 2 7.41 
Seaperch, Whiie 3 3.54 
Croaker, White 4 2.96 
Surfperch, Calico 5 2.78 
Flounder, Starry 6 2.58 
Surfperch, Walleye 7 2.24 
Perch, Pile 8 1.80 
Seaperch, Striped 9 1.38 
Surfperch, Silver 10 1.34 
Jacksmelt 11 0.98 
Seaperch, Ftubberlip 12 0.79 ' 
Rockfish, Grass 13 0.64 
Cabezon 14 0.51 
Sole, Sand 15 0.41 
Seaperch, Rainbow 16 0.26 
Rockfish, Kelp 17 0.20 
Greenling, Kelp 18 0.11 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 19 0.10 
Perch, Shiner 20 0.06 
Rockfish, Blue 2 1 0.05 
--------I---------- -- -- 
Total 67.99 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.71 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.64 
U per Angler Day = 0.40 U perAnglerHour 0.15 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
st* CRTE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 4 
Table 85. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-ad-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intemepted - 147 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 690.2 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 4.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
EEBnlr Nudxrr %by 




























(Table 85. - continued) 
Comnon name Rank Number %by 
by Number Caught Number 
Rockfish, Kelp 27 2 0.5 
Rockfish, Greenspotted 28 2 0.5 
Bass, Kelp 29 2 0.5 
Seaperch, Striped 30 2 0.5 
salmon, Chinook (King) 31 1 0.2 
Rockfish, Starry 32 1 0.2. 
Cowcod 33 1 0.2 
Rockfish, Flag 34 . 1 0.2 
Greenling, Kelp 3 5 1 0.2 
Grouper, Gulf 36 1 0.2 
Seaperch, Rainbow 37 1 0.2 
Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 38 1 0.2 
Sanddab, Pacific 39 1 0.2 
Sole, Butter .40 1 0.2 
------------I----------------------------------- 
Total 402 100 
CatchperAnglerDay = 2.73 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.58 
AREA 4 
Table 86. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Ntmnber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
147 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 690.2 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 4.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comnon name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Rockfish, Blue 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 
















Rockfish , Grass 
Cabezon 
Sharks 
Rockfish , Vermilion 
Rockfish, Kelp 





(Table 86, - continued) 
Conaon name 
------------I------ 


































-p-p-p--ppp - - 
Total 
Catch per m l e r  Day = 2.12 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.45 
Kg per Angler Day = 1.49 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.32 
r: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
$1: Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 4 
Table 87. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nmhr Anglers Intercepted - 147 
- 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 690.2 . 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 4.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
;---Mean---' 
- Camnanname Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* h.** SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Meas. ( (nnn) LN. 
-- - 
Lingcod 1 
Rockfish, Blue 2 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 3 
Bonito, Pacific 4 
Rockfish, Widow 5 
Rockfish, Swordspine 6 
Bocamio 7 
Cabezon 8 
Rockfish, Speckled 9 
Rockfish, Brown 10 
Rockfish, Copper 11 
Rockfish, Black-and-yellow 12 
Rockfish, Olive 13 
Bass, Kelp 14 
Rockfish, Canary 15 
Rockfish, China 16 
Rockfish, Grass 17 
Rockfish, Vermilion 18 
Cowcod 19 
Croaker, White 20 
Rockfish, Greenstriped 2 1 
Rockfish, Kelp 22 
Seaperch, Striped 23 
Rockfish, Rosethorn 24 
Rockfish, Greenspotted 25 
Greenling, Kelp 26 
AREA 4 
- 
(Table 87. - continued) 
- 
:---Mem---; 
Canmon name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mn) W. - 
................................................................................ 
Rockfish, Starry 27 0.66 
Rockfish, Flag 28 0.65 
Sole, Butter 29 0.35 
Sanddab, Pacific 30 0.22 
Seaperch, Rainbow 3 1 0.15 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 32 0.00 





Catchper&lerDay = 2.06 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.44 
Kg perAnglerThy = 1.47 Kg perAn8lerHou.r = 0.31 
- 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). . 




Table 88. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRlE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CrPM Anglers Using 
- 
Hook-&Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and R e t h .  
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anglers Intercepted - - 127 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 475.0 
Total Hours? Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 . 
B. mnke!d Catch 
c!€mm~mname Rank Nwnber %by 




























(Table 88. - contind) 
Common name Rank Number 
by hinber Caught 
............................................. 
Salmon, Chinook (King) 27 1 
Rockfish, Speckled 28 1 
Greenling, Kelp 29 1 
Sandabs 30 1 









Total 1772 100 
C. CFVE 
Catch per Angler Day = 13.95 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.73 
AREA 4 
Table 89. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch & CFUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
127 
Total H o u r s  Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 475.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 






















































0. 1 0.62 
0.1 0.68 
0.1 1.28 



































(Table 89. - continued) 
Gammon hame M Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
---------------------------------------------.--------------- 
Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 28 1 0.1 1.42 1.42 
Flounders, Righteye 29 1 0.1 1.288% 1.28 
Total 1531 100 . 1323.42 
Catch per Angler Day = 12.06 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.22 
Kg per Angler Day = 10.42 Kg per h l e r  Hour = 2.79 
r: Weight estimated front length-to-weight regression if available. 
r:* Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 90. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHJE for Area 4 in 1983 for Quarter 
2, by All CPFV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents 
Only the Fish Ehmined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
127 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 475.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 





















Salmon, Chinook (King) 
Sole, Butter 
































24 . 1.15 





























































Total 1220.12 1430 100 1297 
CatchperAnslerDay = 11.26 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.01 
Kg perAnglerDay = 9.61 per Angler Hour = 2.57 
X Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
XX Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
tXX CFVE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 4 
Figure 9, --Frequency Histogram for Barred Surfperch 
Taken by Beach and Bank Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quarter 2, 1983, 
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Figure 10. Length-Frequency Histogram for Blue Rakfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
- Area 4, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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Figure 11. Length-Frequency His-ram for Bocaccio 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quaster 2, 1983. 
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Figure 12. Length-Frequency Histogram for Blue Rockfish 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quaxter 2, 1983. 
Figure 13. Length-Frequency Histogram for Canary Rockfish 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear, 
Area 4, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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Figure 14, Length-Frequency Histogram for Olive Rockfish 
Taken by All CFTV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear, 
Area 4, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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Figure 15. Length-Frequency Histogram for Widow Rockfish 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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Figure 16. Length-Frequency Histogram for Yellowtail Rockfish 
Taken by All CPnr Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
- 
Area 4, Quaxter 2, 1983. 
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Table 91. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CEW for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 87 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 213.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = '  2.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conrmonlaeme Rank Number % by 
by NLanber Caught Mrmber 
................................................ 
Jacksmelt 1 55 29.7 
Surfperches 2 53 28.6 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 3 30 16.2 
Croaker, White 4 23 12.4 
Surfperch, Walleye 5 7 3.8 
Surfperch, E3arred 6 7 3.8 
Guitarfish, Shovelnose 7 4 2.2 
Lingcod 8 3 1.6 
Shark, -pard 9 1 0.5 
Surfperch, Silver 10 1 0.5 
Flolmder, Starry 11 1 0.5 
---------------- ------------------- 
Total 185 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.13 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.87 
- 
Table 92. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Nwnber Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish &turned Dead or Alive. 
- A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
87 
- Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 213.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 2.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
Cb~mumname EEank Number %by Mean Weight 
- 
by Nunber Caught Nrnnber Wt.(kg)* Caught 
........................................................... 
Jacksmelt 1 54 34.8 0.33 17.99 
Surfperches 2 47 30.3 0.13** 6.11 
- Rockfishes (unidentified) 3 30 19.4 0 OOX* 0.00 
Surfperch, Walleye 4 7 4.5 0.11 0.79 
Surfperch, Barred 5 7 4.5 0.16 1.12 
- Croaker, White 6 6 3.9 0.26 1.58 
-cod 7 2 1.3 O.OO*t 0.00 
- 9  LRapard 8 1 0.6 0.00** 0.00 
- 
Surfperch, Silver 9 1 0.6 0.09 0.09 
---- -------I--------------------- 
Total 155 100 27.68 
I Catch per Angler h y  =. 1.78 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.73 
Kg perhglerhy = 0.32 Kg perAnglerHaur = 0.13 
- 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
%r: Mean wight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 5 
Table 93. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 87 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 213.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips)' = 2.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Camwn name Rank Weights Number % by 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. 
------UI-Y-U_-I---------I---------------------------- 
Jacksmelt 1 10.66 32 71.1 
Croeker, White 2 1.05 4 8.9 
Surfperch, Barred 3 0.64 4 8.9 
Surfperch, Walleye 4 0.45 4 8.9 
Surfperch, Silver 5 0.09 1 2.2 
;---Mean---' 
No. Wt.% Ln.31: SD 
-. (kg) (m) LN* 
........................ 
24 0.33 346 31 
4 0.26 282 34 
4 0.16 198 44 
4 0.11 194 9 
1 0.09 180 0 
................................................................... 
Total 12.89 45 100 37 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.52 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.21 
Kg perkalerky = 0.15 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.06 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
tt Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
ttt CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
Table 94. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRIE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 62 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 153.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 15.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank 
by Number 
................................ 
Surfperch, Barred 1 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 2 
Surfperches 3 
Rockfish, Grass 4 
Surfperch, Calico 5 
Rockfish, Kelp 6 
Surfperch, Silver 7 
Perch, Pile 8 
F'ringehead, On&pot 9 
Guitarfish, Shovelnose 10 
Jacksmelt 11 
Rockfish, Copper 12 
Greenling, Kelp 13 
Sculpins 14 
Cabezon 15 
Perch, Black 16 
Seaperch, Rubberlip 17 
Seaperch, Rainbow 18 
Senorita 19 
Clinids 20 

























- Total  116 100 
Catch per Angler Day = 1.87 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.76 
- 
AREA 5 
Table 95. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CEVE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number mlers Intercepted - 6 2 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 153.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 15.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Common name Rank Number % by Mean Weight 
by Number caught Number Wt . (kg) * Caught 
...................................................................... 
Surfperch, Barred 1 65 77.4 0.34 22.06 
Rockfish, Grass 2 3 3.6 0.34 1.02 
Surfperch, Calico 3 3 3.6 0.26 0.77 
Rockfish, Kelp 4 2 2.4 0.42 0.84 
Perch, Pile 5 2 2.4 0.61 1.21 
Fringehead, Onespot 6 2 2.4 0. OOX* 0 . 00 
Jacksmelt 7 1 1.2 0.28 0.28 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 8 1 1.2 0.33%* 0.33 
Rockfish, Copper 9 1 1.2 0.11 0.11 
Surfperch, Silver 10 1 1.2 0.11 0.11 
Seaperch, Rubberlip 11 1 1.2 1.47 1.47 
Seaperch, Rainbow 12 1 1.2 0.25 0.25 
Senorita 13 1 1.2 0. OOS* 0.00 
.............................................................. 
Total 84 100 28.44 
CatchperAnglerDay = 1.35 CatchperAnglerHour= 0.55 
Kg per Angler Day = 0.46 I($ per Angler Hour = 0.19 
r: Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 96. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 62 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 153.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 15.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
(---Mean---' 
Comnon name Rank Weight* Number % by No. Wt. X Ln. ** SD 
Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. ( )  (mm) W. 
............................................................................... 
Surfperch, Barred 1 9.50 28 68.3 28 0.34 252 46 
Seaperch, Rubberlip 2 1.47 1 2.4 1 1.47 430 0 
Perch, Pile 3 1.21 2 4.9 2 0.61 333 4 
Rockfish, Grass 4 1.02 3 7.3 3 0.34 250 31 
Rockfish, alp 5 0.84 2 4.9 2 0.42 303 39 
Jacksmelt 6 0.28 1 2.4 1 0.28 330 0 
Surfperch, Calico 7 0.26 1 2.4 1 0.26 250 0 
Seaperch, Rainbow 8 0.25 1 2.4 1 0.25 250 0 
Rockfish, Copper 9 0.11 1 2.4 1 0.11 180 0 
Surfperch, Silver 10 0.11 1 2.4 1 0.11 190 0 
.................................................................... 
Total 15.04 41 100 4 1 
Catch per Angler Day = 0.66 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.27 
Kg perAnglerDay = 0.24 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.10 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
%* Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text) . 
*** CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
Table 97. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sempled Effort 
Nmber Anglers Intercepted - 139 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 561.7 
Told Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) . = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
ConaroP?- Rank hhmber % b y  

























H a l i b a t ,  California 
Total 458 100 
C. CKlE 
CatchperAnglerDay = 3.29 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.82 
AREA 5 
.e 98. Sampled Effort, Ranked Cakh and CRJE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents N h r  Landed 
a d  Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nwnber Anglers Intemepbd - 139 
Total H o u r s  Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 561.7 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catoh 
Cummmnalrme Rank NLarber %by Mean Weight 

























Total 436 100 272.72 
CatchperAn~lerlhy = 3.14 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.78 
Kg perAnglerDgy = 1.96 Kg perAnglerEJlour = 0.49 
* Weight eathated frcmn le-to-weight regression if available. 
%* Mean we* for this group was not calculated or was estinrated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 5 
Table 99. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish - 
Examined by the Samrpler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Mmber Anglers Intercepted - - 139 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted . - - 561.7 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Irw?cmplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. hnked Catch - 
; ; 
C u m m  name Rank Weight* Ehraber %by No. Wt.* In.** SD 

























Tatal. 261.37 401 100 395 I 
* Weight estimated frmt length-to-weifit regression if available. - 
t* Total length except for species with tuna-like oaudal fins (see text). 
*st  CPUG is urderestimated if all fish taken were not examined (eee text). 
- 
AREA 5 
Table 100. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Us- 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
66 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 284.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Conman name Rank Nuniber %by 



















Catch per kuicler Day = 14.89 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.46 
AREA 5 
Table 101. Sampled Bffort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers U s i n 8  
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Nuerber Imd.ed 
and Does Not Inclurie Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NLIlber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
66 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted , - 284.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incontplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Camon name Rank Number %by Mean Weight 


















CatchperAnQlerDay = 14.89 Catch per Angler Hour = 3.46 
Kg perAnglerDay = 7.24 Kg perAnglerHaur = 1.68 
t Weight estiarrted from length-to-eight regression if available. 
X* Mean might for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
Table 102. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 2, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Bcamined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - - 66 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 284.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
:--Mean-: 
Caamonname Rank Weight* Nuniber %by No. Wt.X Ln.*t SD 
















Total 159.37 337 100 324 
CatchperAnglerDerJr = 5.11 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.19 
Kg perhglerhy = 2.41 Kg pez&lerHour = 0.56 
t Weight esthted from length-to-weight regression if available. 
tt Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like r#lufnl fins (see text). 
t** CRTB is underestimated if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
Figure 17. Length-Frequency Histogram for Blue Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-&-Line Gear. 
Area 5, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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Figure 18. Length-F'requency Histograan for Gopher Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
- Area 5, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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Figure 19, Length-Frequency Histogram for Blue Rockfish 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers U s i n g  Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 5, Quarter 2,  1983. 
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Figure 20. Length-Rquemy Histogram for Gopher Rockfish 
Taken by AlJ. CFW Anglers Using Hook-&-Line Gear. 
Area 5, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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Figure 21. Length-Frequemy Histogram for Yellowtail Rockfish 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers Using Hook-d-Line Gear, 
Area 5, Quarter 2, 1983. 
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APPENDIX A 
Pages 136 to 310 are on the attached microfiche on inside of back cover. 
Appendix B. List of Caamon Nams, Scientific Names, and Length-Weight Parameters 
for Fish from All Areas in 1983 for Quarter 2, Taken by All Mode 
Anglers Using All Types of Gear. 
Comnon Name Scientific Name a b 
Goby, Yellowfin 
Sturgeon, White 



























Irish Lord, Red 

















Salmon, Coho (Silver) 
Acanthogobius f lavhmus 















Citharichthys spp.  
Clinidae 























M i c m  proximus 
Morone saxatilis 




Notorynchus h a t u s  
Ckacorhynchus kisutch 
Appedix B (continued) 
ccmaMm Name 
- - - - - - - 
Salmon 



















Mackerel, Facifio (Chub) 
Sierra, Gulf 














































































Appendix B (continued) 























A p p a d b  C. List of Camon and Scientific Names for Fish fran 
Areas 097 and 3 in 1983 for Quarter 2 Corrected from 
Fork to Total Length Using Linear Regressions from 
Echevemia and Lenarz (1984), Karpov (In Press), and 















Sculpin, Pacific Stahorn 
Bass, Striped 









































Sebastes f lavidua 
Sebastes melanow3 
Sebastes mystinus 
Sebastes uvalis 
Sebastes usmiminis 
Sebestes vinnieer 
Sebastes roaace1LS 
Sebtes rubemiAiun 
Sebtes serranoides 
